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Applications in robotics, prosthetics and other medical fields require functioning
flexible micro-sensors and energy harvesters, encapsulated in vacuum or hermetic
packages which allow bendability without compromising in performance. Towards this end,
we have developed thermal, IR, tactile, pressure and acceleration sensors sandwiched
between a flexible substrate and a superstrate, forming a self-contained “Smart Skin.”
Addition of vibrational energy harvesters to power these sensors has also recently been
made possible by our research group.
We present several designs for device-level self-packaged thermal detectors,
pressure / tactile sensors, MEMS resonators, accelerometers and piezoelectric nano-energy
harvesters. Device level packaging is necessary for optimum sensor performance without
sacrificing flexibility. One challenge in fabricating sensors on flexible polyimide substrates is
the stringent limits they impose on the processing temperatures. We will discuss the novel
methods used in fabricating these devices to circumvent temperature limitations.
Sensitivity and noise figures will be presented for the flexible sensors. Output power per
acceleration will be discussed for the e-harvesters.
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